
In & On the Ground

8Y KEVIN I. MEREDITH

With the huge increase in popularity of soccer in the United States
.ll:e~eis OJ c~rresponding increase In the demand for quality ~~lds.
Fhis trend IS reflected at all levels of play; youth, club, municipal,

high school, college, and professional. Each level has a different expectation of
field conditions but all have the same need, safe playing surfaces.

Building and maintaining quality fields requires a considerable investment
of both time and money. There isn't much sense in huilding a $250,000 field
if you are only willing to spend $10,000 a year to maintain it. It takes creative
thinking, continuing education, networking, and an understanding of the local
political process to acquire the funds
you need to produce and maintain
quality fields. How these funds are
used and the remits produced reflect
your management abilities.

One of-the goals of management
IS to produce the best results possible
with the resources available. In order
to insure that this goal i., accom-
plished it is essential that a mainte-
nance plan is developed. This plan
is the basis for determining what
procedures are used and when they
are implemented. It does nol have to
he a hook; it can be just a general
outline used for guidance. It is also a
great tool at budget time, a dual-pur-
pose document used to schedule
work and gauge costs.

When developing a maintenance
plan for soccer fields there are spe-
cific areas that require extra etten-
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tion. They are the goalmouths, center field spot, penalty spots, corner kick
areas, referee runs, and the bench areas. There Me two types of damage that
occur at each of these areas: compaction and abrasion. The amount of damage
done to each area is relative to three things: initialhealth of the turf, weather
conditions, and player impact.

Where the action is
By far the area that needs the most attention on :my soccer field are the

goal mouths, which are subjected to both abrasion and compaction. The goalie
is very much like a caged animal,
pacing back and forth in the same
area pawing the turf and compacting
the soil. H is the repetitive nature of
the activity that causes the damage.
As the soil becomes more compacted
the turfs ability to resist abrasion is
decreased and is more susceptible to
damage. With this in mind any
maintenance activity that relieves
compaction will greatly increase this
area's ability La resist abrasion. The
frequency and intensity of com-
paction relief is relative to the
amount of play this area receives.

There are several strategies that
can be employed to reduce com-
paction and extend the effective life
of goalmouth turf. One is to not
allow any practice or greatly limit the
amount of practice allowed in the
playing field goal areas. This can he
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Continuous compaction reLief can be accomplished with simple hand
tools or mechanicaL aeration equipment.

accomplished by moving the goals forward on the fields or to the sidelines for
practice. Another is to have a separate set of goals that can be setup at various
areas of the field for practice. This will work if you have the support of the
coaches and athletic directors. It is important that the end users understand
the necessity for reducing damage [0 the goal areas. It is your job to educate
them ami enlist their cooperation in helping produce better playing condi-
tions. They will respond in a positive manner when they feel that they are
part of a management plan that includes them.

The next thing that can be done is continuous compaction relief This
can be accomplished with simple hand tools or mechanical aeration equip-
ment. The hand tools used can lie <I spike plate, a manual core tool, or 01

power drill with a masonry bit. Each of these will work in the limited area of
the goalmouth and do not require 01 huge investment in either labor or eqUip-
ment. If mechanical equipment is available it can also be used as needed.

It is a good idea to top seed the area after compaction relief Broadcast the
seed by hand and apply light topdressing that is lightly raked 111, This proce-
dure allows a constant renewal of plants in the d.uuugcd area (be sure to use
the same type of grass seed that the fields are gro\VIl from). This will insure a
uuifonn color und texture along with not introducing a species that has diffcr-
cut growing characteristics and may create problems ill the future.

The most drastic procedure for repairing the damaged turf is resodding,
The sad should be the same type as the original field. The ideal situation is to
have a small sod patch all site that is maintain cd like the fields, When sad is
needed it IS harvested and used. If grown on plastic with a bed of sand it can
be cut and peeled very easily, 110 sad cutter required. There must be some
drainage through the plastic or the water will stay and rot the turf. This
method beats runnl11g to the sod [ann a couple of times a year for fresh sod.
There might be some color difference but not like new sad on an old field.

The thickness of the sod makes a diffcrence all how well it stavs and how
soon it can be played on. Thicker sod (at least 2 inches) stays in place better
and can be played on sooner. The most critical part of using sod for rcpan is
keeping it watered after it is installed. If you don't have water available your
success with sod may he limited.

The procedures used in the repair of the goal areas can he used III all
other damaged areas. It Lakesvery little effort to effort to maintain the areas
susceptible to damage rather that having to do major repairs. A maintenance
plan takes into account the procedures needed to prevent damage and the
required time it takes to implement them. It <:1150takes into account all other
maintenance operations associated with the production of quality turf. These
include water, soil conditions, pesticide use, mowing practices, and a clear
underst~mding of who is in charge of implementing the plan. ST

Kevin 1. Meredith is turf manager {or the National Soccer l-1all o{F'amc,
Onermla, NY.
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WIRELESS ROTOR
Irngation advancement continues at Rain

Bird Corporation-Golf Division as the compa-
ny announces the new wireless Eagle rotor, the
industry's first rotor to communicate from a

central control or handheld unit without the use
of underground wiring. This allows maximum
flexibility..in the placement of these rotors.

Rain Bird Golf Division/626-812-3600
For information, circle 075 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2081--o75

FUNGICIDE
Heritage fungicide from

Syngcnta Professional Products
is a broad-spectrum, systemic
strobilurin product that offers control of more than 33 turf and
ornamental diseases, including brown patch and fusarium
wilt. With the active ingredient azoxystrobin, Heritage offers
up to 28 days of turf and ornamental disease protection, as
well as control against all four major classes of fungi.

Syngenta Professional Products/80D-334-8481
Far information, circle 078 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2081-079

SOIL AMENDMENT
Eagle Picher Minerals has created

AXIS, made exclusively of soil grade
diatomaceous earth. An incorporation
of 10% AXIS by volume to a depth of
6 in. will permanently lIIlprove
plant growth and reduce water
requirement, by 30 percent in
most native soils. The product
absorbs 142 percent of its weight
in water and releases it as the
soil needs it.

Eagle Picher/BOO-366-7606
For information, circle 083 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2081--o83
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FIGHT BLACK LAYER
United Horticultural Supply intro-

duce, BLT, an advanced greens grade
granular product whose ingredients have
been proven to combat black layer and its
harmful effects. BLT provides an alternative to costly reconstruction, reno-
vation, or ineffective inputs and practices. It will reduce the severity of
black layer [or several months after application and a regular maintenance
schedule will keep susceptible areas from recurrences.

United Horticulture Supply/B0Q-847-6417
For information, circle 074 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2081-D74

MULTI-PURPOSE PROOUCT
Transplant l-Step from ROOTS has

everything you need all in one 4-{)z
package: Granular version of their
organic biostimulant; organic fertilizer:
mycorrhiza, and water-holding gels to
carry your plants.through drought

ROOTSInc/816-254-6000
For information, circle 076 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2081-D76

Fertigation
Turf Feeding Systems is the leader in golf
and landscape fertigation systems - Worldwide

Six Models - Ten Capacities- 3-50 acres

Call Today (800) 728-4504
~ Turf Feeding Systems, Inc.
,.0~WM". wwJt::rURFFEED1NG.COM

Dir-cle 139 on card or www.oners.ims.ca/20B1-139
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FIELD TORN UP
OR MUDOY?

Terra-Green "Super-
Green" dries muddy area,
and colors them green.
Great for when games
must be played in wet
weather. Stabilizes wet
areas and provides grecll
grass color to damaged
turf. Product also
improves drainage and
aeration In compacted
soils. After the game,
rake or eerifv In to COIl-

tinue impro~"ing field.
Partac/Beam Clay
800-247-2326
For information, cir-cle 073
or see www.onsrs.ims.ce/2081-D73

VALVES
Bear Irrigation has available markets its brand of

Z, 1 liZ, and I in. golf-qu:llity valves, including
innovative golf sprinklers and conversion kit> to
upgrade Taro and Rain Bird sprinklers. The
Quantum TM series is available in three models:
electric-regulated, electric 3 way arnl hydraulic. All
models include standard top servicing, snap-in com-
ponents. No screws or bolts to fumble with.

Bear Irrigation/80D-491-4975
For information, cir-cle 071 or
see www.oners.ims.ca/2081-D71
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